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ABSTRACT
This dissertation is concerned with studying the quasi- 
linear evolution equation
u'(t) + A(t,u(t)) u(t) = 0 in [0,T], u(0) = xQ 
in a Banach space setting.
The spirit of this inquiry follows that of T. Kato and 
his fundamental results concerning linear evolution equa­
tions . We feel that our results give a natural approach to 
dealing with the quasi-linear problem.
Chapter I gives the preliminaries required for our work 
with abstract evolution equations. This consists of calculus 
in Banach spaces, the analytical theory of semigroups of 
bounded linear operators, and background material from the 
theory of linear evolution equations in Banach spaces.
Chapter II gives the main result of this dissertation, 
an alternate proof of the main result, a related proposition, 
two corollaries to the main result including an application, 
and directions for related research.
We assume that we have a family { A(t,w)} of operators 
in a Banach space X such that each -A(t,w) is the infini­
tesimal generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of 
bounded linear operators in X and that the family satisfies
iv
Vcontinuity and stability conditions. We show that on a 
fixed subinterval of [0,T] that we have a family of approxi­
mate solutions to the quasi-linear problem that converge to 
a candidate function. The candidate function must be the 
solution to the quasi-linear problem if one exists. In 
fact, if u is the candidate function, it is enough that the 
linear problem v'(t) + A(t,u(t)) v(t) = 0, v(0) = x0, have 
a solution in order that u will be the unique solution to 
the quasi-linear problem. We also show that the candidate 
function depends on the initial value in a strong way. The 
corollaries are concerned with the existence aspect.
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is concerned with studying the quasi- 
linear evolution equation
u'(t) + A(tfu(t)) u(t) = 0 in [0,T] , u(O) = xQ 
in a Banach space setting.
The spirit of this inquiry follows that of T. Kato.
Kato wrote a fundamental paper on linear evolution equations 
in 1953 [7] ; that is, investigation of
u*(t) + A(t) u(t) = 0 on [0,T], u(0) = xQ.
He strengthened and extended his analysis of the linear 
problem in 1970 [9] . Kato also wrote on the quasi-linear 
problem in 1975 [H] ■ We feel that our results give a 
natural approach to dealing with the quasi-linear problem.
Chapter I gives the preliminaries required for our work 
with abstract evolution equations. This consists of calculus 
in Banach spaces, the analytical theory of semigroups of 
bounded linear operators, and background material from the 
theory of linear evolution equations in Banach spaces.
Chapter II gives the main result of this dissertation, 
an alternate proof of the main result, a related proposition,
two corollaries to the main result including an application, 
and directions for related research.
CHAPTER X 
PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter, the background material for the 
results of this dissertation is given. A basic famili­
arity with Banach spaces is assumed. The results given 
here are well known, so proofs are omitted.
From this point on, X will be a real or complex 
Banach space. For x e X, let \ x | be the norm of x.
Let J be an interval of real numbers and f a 
function on J to X. We say that f is continuous at
t e J if ||f(t) - f(tQ) | =0. If f is continu­
ous at each point of J, then we say that f is continuous 
on J. We say that f is Lipschitz continuous on J with 
Lipschitz constant K if | ftt^) - ^ ^ 2  ^  ^& ^ ^1 ” ^21 
for any choice of and t2 in J. The function f is abso­
lutely continuous on J if given e > 0 there is a 5 > 0 
such that I f(t^') - f(t^) 1| < e for every finite
collection { [t^t^'] : i=l,2,,..,n; e J }
of nonoverlapping intervals with |t.' - t.I < $1 1
By a partition of a closed interval J = [ a,b ] , we
1
2mean a finite sequence t0, t^, . tn with 
a - tQ < t^  < ... < tn = b. The function f is of 
hounded variation on the closed interval J if V = 
sup { Ei=;J|f(t^ ) - f(ti_i) | } is finite, where the
supremum is taken over all partitions tQ, t^ tn of
J. The number V is called the total variation of f on J. 
We say that f is differentiable at tg e J with derivative
f ( t 0 ) € x if ^  i 1^  - f  (t0> i = o.
The foregoing concepts of continuity and differen­
tiability are defined in the strong sense. Let X* denote 
the space of all bounded linear functionals on X. Then 
f is said to be weakly continuous at tQ if the scalar 
function cp°f is continuous at tg for each cp in X*.
We say that f is weakly differentiable at t0 if there 
exists f'(tQ) e X such that
lim I — lol? - cp(f • (t0)) | = 0 for 
t -t0 t - t0
each cp in X*. We say that f’(to) is the weak deriva­
tive of f at tQ.
We now turn to the concept of integration of vector­
valued functions. Our comments are with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on the line, and the domain of f is 
assumed to be a measurable set.
The function f is said to be weakly measurable if 
cp°f is measurable for each cp in X#. We say that f is 
countably-valued if the image of f is countable and the
3preimage of each point in the range of f is a measurable 
set. If there exists a sequence of countably-valued 
functions converging almost everywhere to f, then we say 
that f is strongly measurable. We will write a.e. for 
almost everywhere. If a countable set of points in the 
image of f is dense in the image of f, except possibly for 
the image of a set of measure zero, we say that f is 
almost senarablv-valued. The two notions of measura­
bility are connected by the following theorem of B. J. 
Pettis.
Theorem. A vector-valued function is strongly measurable
if and only if it is weakly measurable and almost
s eparably-valued.
We now give the definition of the Bochner integral,
first for countably-valued functions and then for general
00
functions. If f (t).s=2i=i ^ ’^(t) , where each a^ is a scalar 
and the E^ are disjoint measurable sets with *Ei the char­
acteristic function on and | f | is integrable, 
then we say that f is Bochner integrable and define
J OO 00E f dm = a^m(E^), where £ = 13^  Ej_. If there is a
sequence of countably-valued Bochner integrable functions 
{ fn } converging a.e. to f on the measurable set E, then 
we say that f is Bochner integrable on E provided
^lim J"e ||f _ fn |j dm = o, and we define
*^E f dm = "^E fn dro* The Bochner integral is
well-defined, and the following theorem characterizes
4the class of Bochner integrable functions.
Theorem. The function f is Bochner integrable if and 
only if f is strongly measurable and !l f |j is integrable.
The following seven theorems give the properties we 
need concerning the Bochner integral. For a more com­
plete discussion of the Bochner integral and its prop­
erties, the reader is referred to Hille and Phillips [6] 
and Komura [13]
Theorem. If f and g are Bochner integrable on E and r^ 
and r2 are scalars, then r-^ f + r£g is Bochner integrable 
on E and
r^ l f  + r 2S) dm = r i  JE f  dm + r £ JE g dm.
Theorem. If f is Bochner integrable on E, then
II JE f  dm II £ J e  || f  || dm.
Theorem. If { E^ } is a sequence of disjoint measur­
able sets and f Is Bochner integrable on ^^n* then
J|jEnf dm = 2n JEn f dm, 
where the sum on the right is absolutely convergent. 
Theorem. If { fn } is a sequence of Bochner integrable 
functions that converge a.e. on a measurable set E to 
the function f and if there exists an integrable real­
valued function F such that | fn(t) | £ F(t) for all 
t e e and all n, then f is Bochner integrable on E and
J - g f d m  -  n M J" e  f  n dm,
5Theorem. If f is Bochner integrable on [ a,b ] , then
Theorem. If f is absolutely continuous and weakly differ­
entiable a.e. on [ atb ] , then f  is Bochner integrable
dm. Thus f  is the strong
derivative of f a.e.
Theorem. If f is absolutely continuous on t a,b 1 and 
X is reflexive, then f is differentiable a.e.
Now that we have a basis for calculus in Banach 
spaces, we turn our attention to differential equations 
in Banach spaces and the analytical theory of semigroups 
of bounded linear operators. Here we are concerned with 
finding an abstract exponential { T(t): t  ^ 0 }
that enables us to solve the initial value problem 
u'(t) = A u(t), t > 0 and u(0) = x q > where A : D(A) -* X 
is a fixed linear operator with domain D(A) <= X, 
u : [ 0,°° ) “* X and Xq e D(A) . We want to find con­
ditions on A that give us a unique continuously differen­
tiable solution u, and such that the solution varies con­
tinuously with the initial data.
We say that a family { T(t): t 5 0 } of bounded
linear operators on X is a strongly continuous semigroup 
of operators if T(t + s) = T(t) T(s) for t,s £ 0, T(0) = I, 
and T(t)x is continuous in t for each x e X. Let
[ a,b ]
, where
[a,b]
6{ T(t) } be a strongly continuous semigroup of operators. 
For h > 0 define A^ by A^x = [ T(h)x - x ] /h for x e X. 
Let D(A) be the set of all x in X for which ji^o+ ^hx 
exists, and we define the operator A on D(A) by
Ay = lim . Avx f°r each x e D(A). The operator A is 
h- 0+ h
called the infinitesimal generator of the semigroup 
{ T(t) } , and we say that A generates the semigroup.
It is often convenient to write exp(tA) for T(t). It can 
be shown that D(A) is a dense linear subspace of X, A is 
a closed linear operator on D(A), A commutes with each
T(t) on D(A), T(t)x s D(A) for x e D(A), and
T(t)x = A T(t)x for t e [ 0, <» ) and x e D(A) . To
say that A is closed means that if Axn -* y as xn -*■ x, 
then x e D(A) and Ax = y. The following theorem brings 
us back to the initial value problem.
Theorem. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly 
continuous semigroup { exp (tA): t  ^ 0 } . Then the
initial value problem u'(t) = A u(t) for t £ 0 with
u(0) = Xq e D(A) has the unique continuously differen­
tiable solution u(t) = exp(tA)xQ.
The semigroup property exp [ (t+s)A ] = exp(tA)■
'exp(sA) tells us that the solution at time t + s is 
determined by exp (tA) acting on the solution at time s.
The resolvent set p(A) of an operator A is defined to 
be the set of all complex numbers \ for which { X I-A)“^  
exists as a bounded linear operator with domain X. The
7next theorem characterizes strongly continuous semigroups.
Hille-Yosida-Philli-ps Theorem. A necessary and sufficient 
condition that a closed operator A with dense domain D(A) 
in the Banach space X he the infinitesimal generator of 
a strongly continuous semigroup {T(t)s t ^  0} is that 
there exist real numbers M and P such that for every 
real number *■ > P , € p (A) and
| ( XI - A)"n | * M/( X - P )n , n - 1,2, . .. .
It can be shown that |[ T(t) | s Me for each
t. General references dealing with semigroups of opera­
tors are Butzer and Berens [1] , Dunford and
Schwartz [4] , Friedman [5] , Hille and Phillips [6J,
Ladas and Lakshmikantham [14] , and Yosida [19] .
We now consider a special topic of semigroups of 
linear operators. Let S($) be the open sector of the 
complex plane consisting of all complex numbers t with 
-0 < arg t < 0, 0 fixed in (0,-g-). A family of 
bounded linear operators { T(t): t e S(jZf) U { 0 } }
is called an analytic semigroup provided T(t)x is an ana­
lytic function of t in S(0) for each x in X (i.e., T(t)x is 
differentiable on S(0)), T(t + s) = T(t) T(s) for t and s 
in S(jZf) , { J] T(t) I : -9 s arg t £ 6, 9 fixed with
0 < 9 < 0 } is bounded in the uniform operator topology 
for each 9, and U { T(t)X: t e S(0)} is dense in X.
The above definition is from Hille and Phillips [6] ,
where it also shows that for each x e X, T(t)x *♦ xas 
t -> 0 with -9 ^ arg t £ 9 for fixed 9 in (0,0) , and that
T(t)x = A T(t)x for t e S(0) and x e X with A 
defined exactly as it was for strongly continuous semi­
groups. In particular, we have a strongly continuous 
semigroup once we define T(0) = I and restrict ourselves 
to the family { T(t): te ir , t ^ 0 } . As before, we
write { exp{tA): t e S(j^ ) } for{T(t)}. Further
references for analytic semigroups are Kato [ 8 ] ,
Ladas and Lakshmikantham [ Ik ] , and Yosida [ 19 3
The following theorem gives us sufficient conditions for 
an operator to generate an analytic semigroup.
Theorem. Assume that A is a closed operator with domain 
D(A) dense in X, p(A) contains S($) for some 0e (0,-|-), 
and there exists a constant M such that | ( X I-A)”'*' | £ 
M/|x| for X e S(£f) . Then, there is a unique analytic 
semigroup { exp(tA); t € S(0) } for which A is the 
infinitesimal generator.
We now give background material on linear evolution 
equations from Kato [ 9 ] • The theorems and propo­
sitions are numbered as in Kato's paper.
If Y is a subspace of X and A is a linear operator
in X, then A induces a linear operator A* in Y such that
D(A’) = { x e D(A) fl Y: Axe Y} and A'x = Ax.
We call A* the part of A in Y. When the context is clear,
we will use A for A'. If Y is a Banach space contained 
in X and D(A) contains Y, we say (somewhat incorrectly)
that A is a hounded linear operator on Y to X if the 
restriction of A to Y is a bounded linear operator from 
Y to X, and we write A e B(Y,X). The operator norm is
written | A | y X* ^  ^  a ^ouncie^  linear operator on
X, then we write | A j] x I A | x,X‘ Senera-1 a
norm will be subscripted for clarity.
Let Y be a Banach space densely and continuously 
embedded in X; i.e., Y c  x, the closure of Y in the norm
of X is X, and identity map on Y is a bounded linear
operator from Y to X.
Definition 1.1. If -A generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup on X, then we say that Y is A - admissible if 
{ exp(-tA) } takes Y to Y and forms a strongly continu­
ous semigroup on Y. The following two propositions give 
alternate characterizations of A - admissibility. 
Proposition 2.3. Y is A - admissible if and only if 
for sufficiently large 1 ,
(1) (A + X )_1Y c  Y and | (A + X ) “n |] y  £ M( X - p )"n,
-1
n = 1,2,... and (2) (A + X ) Y is dense in Y, In this
case the part -A of -A in Y generates the part of
{ exp(-tA) } in Y, and I exp(-tA) | y  ^Me . If Y
is reflexive, condition (2) is redundant.
Proposition Z.k. Let S be an isomorphism (a bicontinuous
linear map)of Y onto X. In order that Y be A - admissibl
-1it is necessary and sufficient that A^ = SAS be the 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup. In this
10
— 1case we have S exp(-tA) S = exp(-tA^), t ^ 0-.
Let G(X,M,0 ) be the set of all linear operators 
A in X such that -A generates a strongly continuous 
semigroup { T(t) } in X with constants M and P 
(i.e., such that | T(t) | x * ; see the Hille-
Yosida-Phillips Theorem), and let G(X) be the union of 
the G(X,M, P ) over all possible values of M and (3 
We now consider families {A(t): t e [0,T ] } c  G(X) . 
Definition 1.2. The family { A(t): t £ [0,T ] } is
said to be stable in X if there are constants M and P
(called the constants of Stability) such that
| + X) | | x £ M ( X - j 3 ) k  -for ^  > P ,
for any finite family {t-j } with 0 s t-^ £ £ ^  ^ T»
k = 1,2......
Here and in what follows the product II is a time- 
ordered juxtaposition; i.e., a factor with larger tj
stands to the left of ones with smaller t-. The following
J
proposition gives two alternate conditions that charac­
terize stability in X.
Proposition 3.3. Each of the following conditions is 
equivalent to the definition of stability above. The 
{ tj } vary over all finite families as before.
( 1 )  II x  s Me P ( s1+ . . . + s k ) > > 0m
(2) ||l§_1(A<t3) + X j)_111 X s M n  j=1 ( »■ j - 9 J'1 , \ ^ > P  .
11
A pair of parentheses with a letter inserted 
following a word such as continuity will indicate the 
norm ; i.e., continuous (X) means continuous with
respect to the norm of the space X. If an operator 
U(t,s) is said to be strongly (weakly) continuous (X) 
in t,s, it means that U(trs)x is continuous (weakly 
continuous) in t,s for each x in X. We now give the 
main result of Kato's paper followed by two related 
propositions.
Theorem 4.1. Let X and Y be Banach spaces such that Y 
is densely and continuously embedded in X. Let 
A(t) e G(X), 0 £ t  ^T, and assume that
(i) { A(t) } is stable in X, say with constants M, p
(ii) Y is A{t) - admissible for each t. If A(t) e G(Y) 
is the part of A(t) in Y, { A(t) } is stable in Y, say 
with constants M, P .
(iii) Y c d (A(t)) so that A(t) e B(Y,X) for each t, 
and the map t ■+ A(t) is norm-continuous (Y,X).
Under these conditions, there exists a unique 
family of operators U(t,s) e B(X), defined for 
0 s. s £ t ^ T, with the following properties.
(a) U(t,s) is strongly continuous (X) in s,t, with 
U(s,s) = I and \ U(t,s) | x t Me  ^ (t_s) .
(b) U(t,r) = U(t,s) U{s,r), r  ^s ^ t.
(c) U(t,s)yJt=s = -A(s)y, y e Y, 0  ^s £ T.
^gU{t,s)y = U(t,s) A(s)y, y e Y, O ^ s ^ t ^ T .
12
Here D+ denotes right derivative and 4“ means derivative,ds
in the strong sense of X.
Definition 1.3. The family { U(t,s): O ^ s ^ t ^ T  }
will he referred to as the evolution operator generated 
hy { A(t) } .
Proposition A.3. Let { A'(t)} he another family satis­
fying the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 with the same X and 
Y and with the constants of stahility M', f3 ' , M'f £ * .
Let { U'(t,s)} he constructed from { A'(t) } in the same 
way as { U(t,s) } was constructed from { A (t) }
Then | U'(t,r)y - U(t,r)y | x £ M'MeY(t~r) | y | y *
’ Jr I A '(s) - s) I ds where y = max( p ' f 0 )■Y /A
Proposition 4.4. (ii) of Theorem 4.1 is implied by
(ii*) There is a family { S{t) } of isomorphisms of Y
onto X such that S(t)A(t)S(t)-^  = A^(t) e G(X),
0 £ t  ^T, and that { A^(t)} is a stable family in
X, say with constants and 01 . Furthermore, there
is a constant c such that | s(t) I Y x  ^c,
I SCt)"11| x y £ c and "t*16 maP  ^■♦S(t) is of hounded
variation in B(Y,X) - norm.
When (ii') is satisfied, Kato shows that the constants
o c*Mh Vof stability in Y are M^c e 1 and , where V is 
the total variation of S on t 0,T J
The following theorem strengthens the conclusions 
of Theorem 4.1 when Y is reflexive.
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Theorem 6.1. In Theorem A.l assume further that
(iv) Y is reflexive.
Then we have, in addition to (a) to (d), (e) U(t,s)Y c  Y,
| U(t,s) | Y ^ M e   ^ and U(t,s) is weakly con­
tinuous (Y) in s,t. (c*) U(t,s)y = -A(t)U(t,s)y in 
X for y e Y and t ^ s, and this derivative is weakly 
continuous (X) in s,t. U(t,s)y is an indefinite strong 
integral (X) of -A(t)U(t,s)y in t. In particular,
^  U(t,s)y exists for almost every t (depending on s) 
and equals -A{t)U(t,s)y.
The following is a concept that is often useful in 
situations where one Banach space is contained as a sub- 
space of another Banach space. Let X and Y be as before. 
Definition l.A. The relative completion of Y in X is 
the set of all points in X that are the limit in X - norm 
of sequences from Y that are bounded in Y - norm.
We can make this new subspace a Banach space by 
taking the norm of a point in the relative completion to 
be the least bound in Y - norm of sequences in Y that 
converge in X - norm to the point. It can be shown that 
Y is continuously embedded in the relative completion 
which in turn is continuously embedded in X. The relative 
completion of the relative completion in X yields nothing 
new. Also, the relative completion of Y in X is just Y 
if Y is reflexive. A discussion of the relative completion
lb
and further references are available in Butzer and
Berens [ 1 ] .
Results have been obtained by Sobolevskii [ 15 ] ,
Tanabe [ 16 ] , [ 1? ] , and [ 18 ] , and Kato
and Tanabe [ 12 ] concerning linear evolution
equations where the operators -A(t) generate analytic
semigroups. Specifically, let S=S(0) U { 0 } for
some fixed 0 e (0, tt/2 ) as before and let G be a
constant. If { A(t): t e [ 0,T] } is a family of
closed, densely defined linear operators in X with
common domain D independent of t such that p (-A(t))
„ C
contains S and | ( \ I + A(t)) | £ l+[xT for each
X e S and t e [ 0,T ] , and
| [ A(t^) - A(t£) ] A(t^) | x £ C | t - t^ | for
all choices of t^, t^ , and t^ in [ 0,T ] , then there 
is an evolution operator { V(t,s) : 0 £ s £ t ^ T }
such that v(t) = V(t,0)x^ is the unique continuously
differentiable solution to v'(t) + A(t)v(t) = 0 on 
[ 0/T ] and v(0) = x^ e D, The references by 
Sobolevskii [15 3 » Ladas [ lb ] , and Friedman 15]
contain more general statements of the results of
Sobolevskii as well as proofs and details about the evo­
lution operator referred to above. A paper by Dorroh [2] 
utilizes the results of Tanabe to obtain results on 
quasi-linear evolution equations.
CHAPTER II
QUASI-LINEAR EVOLUTION EQUATIONS IN BANACH SPACES
In this chapter the major results of this disserta­
tion are developed. After discussing the setting and 
method of attack, our theorem is stated and proved. We 
then give an alternate proof and an application of the 
theorem using the Sobolevskii-Tanabe theory of linear 
evolution equations of parabolic type. A proposition 
relevant to our theorem is given, and the chapter is con­
cluded with a discussion of directions for further 
research in the area of quasi-linear evolution equations
tt
in Banach spaces.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, with Y densely and 
continuously embedded in X. Let xQ e Y, T > 0, 
r > rL > 0, r2 > 0, W = Bx (x0;r), Z = B^X q;^) o
B y x^0‘t z^’ and ■f>or each * 6 and w e le^
-A(t,w) be the infinitesimal generator of a strongly con­
tinuous semigroup of bounded linear operators in X, with 
Y c  D(A(t,w)}.
We consider the quasi-linear evolution equation 
(QL) v'(t) + A(t,v(t)) v(t) = 0 .
15
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Given a function u from I 0,T* ] into W, where 
O C T ’ s T, we can also consider the linearized evo­
lution equation
(L?u) v'(t) + A(t,u(t)) v(t) - 0.
Ly a solution of (QL) or (L,*u) on [0,t '] , we mean
a function v on [0,t ' ] to W which is absolutely 
continuous (X) and differentiable (X) a.e., such that 
v(t) e Y a.e., ess sup { !|v(t) | y } < . °° , and v
satisfies the appropriate equation, (QL) or (L;u), 
a.e. on [ O.T* ]
Our method is to produce, for each x^  e Z, a can­
didate u with initial value x^  on an interval [0,T* ] ,
where T* e (0,T] is independent of x^. For a parti­
tion A = { t^,t^ ,..., tjq } of [ 0,T' ] , we use an
iterative procedure to produce a Lipschitz continuous (X) 
function uA which satisfies
uj(t) + Aft^, u A (ti))uA (t) = 0  for te ( t ^ t ^ )  
and i e { 0,1,...,N-l } , with u A (0) = . This
u A is shown to be the time-ordered juxtaposition of 
the semigroups generated by the -A(t^,uA These
approximate solutions converge uniformly, as |A | goes 
to 0, to give the candidate u. We show, in particular, 
that if v = w is a solution of (QL) or (L,-u) on [0,T’] 
with initial value x^, then w = u. Thus, subject to an 
initial value, a solution of (QL) is unique if it exists,
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and whenever the linearized equation (Liu) has a solution, 
then so does the quasi-linear equation (QL). There are
known conditions which are sufficient in order that
(L;u) has a solution.
Our hypotheses form a natural extension of Kato's 
assumptions for linear equations [ 9 ) . When a prop­
osition or theorem from Kato's paper is referred to helow, 
its statement may he found in our Chapter I and num­
bered as in Kato's paper.
Theorem. Assume that
(i) { A(t,w) } is stable in X with constants of
stability M, p ; i.e., | + X ) *
’ ^  ^ k-l ,wk-l ^ + X . .. (A{ t1 ,w1) + X)"1 jj X -  0 ) k>
X > 0 , for any finite family { (t.,w.) } ,
cJ J
0 * ^  ^ s T, k = 1,2,... .
(ii) Y e D(A(t,w)) for each (t,w), which implies 
that A(t,w) e B(Y,X), and the map (t,w) ■+ A(t,w) is 
Lipschitz continuous with constant C^?i.e.,
Ii A(-fcg,w2 ) -  A f t ^ w ^ )  || y ,x -  £ Cl^  I ~ ^ l  I +
II w2-Wl II x ) .
(iii) There is a family { S(t,w) } of isomorphisms 
of Y onto X such that S(t,w) A(t,w) S(t,w)-1 = A^(t,w)
is the negative of the infinitesimal generator of a 
strongly continuous semigroup in X for each (t,w), and 
{ A^(t,w) } is stable in X, with constants of stability
Mi, . Furthermore, there is a constant Cg such that
| S(t,w) | Y(X £ C2, | S( t ,w) "1 | XfY  ^C2, and
the map (t,w) -* S(t,w) is Lipschitz continuous with
constant (see (ii) above).
Then, there exists a T 1, with 0 < T1 £ T, such that
for each x^  e Z and partition A = { t0,t^,...,tn }
of [0,T!] , we can find a function u A which is
Lipschitz continuous (X) on [ 0,T* ] to W, Y - hounded, 
and satisfies uA (t) + A(t^, u A (t^)) u A (t) = 0 for
t e (t^ , ij^) and ie { 0,1,...,n-1 } , with
u A ( 0) " x^. In fact, given e > 0, there exists 
6 > 0 such that | A | < 6 implies that 
| u A '(t) + A(t,u A (t)) u A (t) | x < e except
at t^,...,t . Further, the u A converge uniformly, as 
| A | goes to 0, to a Lipschitz continuous (X) function 
u on [0,t' ] to W which has initial value and is
hounded, independent of x^, in the relative completion 
of Y in X (see Definition 1.A-, Chapter I).
If Xg e Z and w is constructed as ahove hut with 
initial value Xg, then | u(t) - w(t) | x  ^C | x^Xg | 
for t e [ O.T1 ] , with C independent of x^  and Xg.
Now, if v is a solution of (QL) or (L;u) on [0,T"] 
where 0 < T"  ^ T', with initial value x^, then v = u
on lO,T"] , and thus solutions to (QL) or (L;u) are 
unique.
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Corollary 1. If Y is reflexive, then (L,*u) has a solu­
tion on [ 0,T' ] with initial value x^ , and thus u is 
a solution of (QL) on [ 0,T' ] with initial value x^. 
Remarks. 1) If D(A(t,w)) = Y for each (t,w) and there
is a X > 0 such that | ( X I + A( t ,w) | x ,y £ C2
and ]| X I + A(t,w) | y x £ each then
(iii) is satisfied with S(t,w) = X I + A(t,w).
2) If Y is A(t,w) - admissihle (see Definition
1.1, Chapter I) for each (t,w) and { A(t,w) } (actually 
the part of A(t,w) in Y) is stable in Y, then (iii) is 
unnecessary.
Proof. Let T° = min(T,r/ | A | MeP T { |J xQ | y + r2)) ,
where | A | = sup { | A(t,w) | Y x : t e [ 0,T] ,
w e W } which is finite by (ii). Let K = C^C^M^T0
and T ' = T°/( 1 + I A | c /  eK + P 1 T( | xq | y + r2)).
The following two lemmas are essential to our proof.
Lemma A . If u is Lipschitz continuous (X) on [ 0,T' ]
to W with Lipschitz constant | A | C^2 M^ e*'" + ^l 1^ .
•( | xQ | Y + r2) , then { A( t,u(t)) : t e [ 0,T' ] }
P TCis Y - stable with constants C^ M^e and 0^
Proof of Lemma A . We use Kato's Proposition 4.4 [9 ]
with S(t) = S(t,u(t)). Then we estimate the variation of 
S by Vg ^ C3(l+ | A | C22MieK+Pl T,( ||xQ | y+r2))T' *
C^T°, whence { A(t,u(t)) } is Y - stable with constants
C22MieC'2MlC3T = C2^M^e^ and (see comment following
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Proposition 4.4, Chapter I) . This completes the proof, 
of Lemma A.
By an evolution operator { W(t,s) : 0 s s ^ t ^ T’} 
generated by { <7 (t) : t e [ 0,T' ] } c  { A(t,w) : t e [0,T'] , 
w e W } and a partition A = { tQ,...,tN } of
[ 0,T' ] , we mean the family of operators obtained by
forming a time-ordered juxtaposition of the semigroups 
generated at the points of the partition; e.g., for 
t e [tif ti+1 ] , se [tj, t +^1 ] , s £ t,
W(t,s) - exp(-{t-t^) a (t^)) exp(-(ti-ti_1) a (ti_1))>••
exp(-(tj+1~s) ^7(tj)). It follows from {i) and Kato's
Proposition 3.3 [9] that |J W(t,s) |[ x £ Me ^  .
If { <7 (t) } isY - stable with constants M, 0 ,
then W(t,s) Y c. Y and | W(t,s) )| y =£ Me  ^ ^ “s^as a 
result of (iii) and Kato's Propositions 2.4 and 3.3 [9 ] .
Let t = tj if t e 1 ^ N* an(^  ^
f (t) = W(t,0)x1 on [0,Tf], then f satisfies f'(t)(t) f (t) =0
for t & A , with f(0) = x^, The construction of an evo­
lution operator from a family of semigroup generators and 
a partition, the notation t, and the other results above 
will be used from this point on without further discussion.
Lemma B. Suppose { <?(t) : t e [0,T' ] } is Y - stable
with constants M and 0 , and that { W(t,s) } is
generated by { <7{t) } and a partition A of [0,T' ] .
Then, f(t) = Wtt.Ojx^ is Lipschitz continuous (X) with
Lipschitz constant | A | Me  ^ T ( | xQ J + r2 ) .
The result is also true if { W(t,s) } is the evolution 
operator of Kato's Theorem 4.1 [ 9 1
Proof of Lemma B. For the partition case, since 
f'(t) = - G (t)f(t) except for t e A , we get for 
s ^ t
I f(t) - f(s) I x = I - is A( * )f( 5 )dS H X
* I A | | f | y | t-s I
s | A I Me ^  T | 1 y | t-s I
s | A | Me ^ T ‘ ( | xQ | Y+r2) 11-
Now, the f on [ 0,T'] obtained from Kato's evolution
operator is the uniform (X) limit of the f corresponding 
to the partitions A as | A | -*■ 0. This establishes
the result in the second case and completes the proof 
of Lemma B.
Together, Lemma A and Lemma B suggest an iteration 
scheme. We fix x^and A ( then obtain sequences { u^ }
{ An(t) } , and { Un(t,s) } , with
An(t) = A(t, u^t)), { Un+if't*3) } "the evolution oper­
ator generated by { An(t) } and A , and u +^(t) =■ 
Un+^(t,0)x^. Once Lemma A is satisfied, we have 
{ : € tO,T'] } is Y - stable with constants
an<^  ^1 ’ ‘then, Lemma B applied to { & (t) } =
{ An(t) } , M = and p = , implies that
un+1 is Lipschitz continuous (X) on [ 0,T' ] with
Lipschitz constant | A | ( | xQ j( Y +r2  ^*
Assuming un+1 [ 0,T' ] c W, the stage is set to apply
Lemma A to { A +^{t) : te [0,T ]} and continue the 
process.
We now work with a fixed partition A of [0,T’ ] 
and fixed x^  e Z .
Let A^(t) = A(t,x^) for t e [0,T1 ] and let 
{ U^(t,s) } he the evolution operator generated by
{ A^Ct) } and A . Define u^(t) = U^(t,0)x^,
Then, u^'(t) + AQ(t )u^ (t) = 0 except at t^,t^,...,tN . 
Also, | Uj(t) - x! I x = I ui^ 'fc,'t x^i ~ U1(t,0)x1 I x
“ I Jq ^(t.s) AqCsJx  ^ ds I x
* Me 13 T' I) A | ( | xQ 1 Y+r2
 ^ r by the choice
of T° and T . So, u^(t) e W for each t e [0,T ]
This argument also works for all the following
un, n = 2,31•«* •
To start the procedure, we apply Lemma A to u s x^  
and then Lemma B with { Cl (t) } = { AQ(t) } ,
M - G2^M^eK and P - Pj_ , proving that u^  is Lipschitz 
continuous (X) on [ 0,T' ] with the Lipschitz constant
For the next iteration, let A^{t) = A(t,u^(t)) for 
te[0,T’] and let { U^Ct.s) } be the evolution operator 
generated by { A^t) } and A . Define u2(t) = U2(t,0)x1
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Then, u2'(t) + A^(t)u2(t) = 0 except at t^  ,t2, .. .,t^. As
with u^, u2(t) e W for each t e [0,T' ]
As we commented before, we can continue in like 
manner. For convenience of notation, let M2=
Then, for n ^.1, we have
I un+l(t) - un<1:)llx= I un+l(t'0)xl ~ Un(t'0)xl Hx
= I •
* un (s'0)xl ds lfX
£ Me P T ’c1M2ePl T ’ ( j| xQ | Y + r£)
* ]0 ii un ^ " un - l ^  ii X ds
* (MM2e( P +Pl)T,ci( | xQ | Y + r2))n -
* Jo"* £  Ii u i ( s ) - x Q || x ds
£ (MM2e( P + P1 )T‘cl( |[ x0| Y+r2)T’)n
nJ
It follows that there exists a continuous function u A on 
[ 0,T1 ] to W such that un -» u A uniformly on [0(T']
as n "* . The rate of convergence is independent of
A and x^ *
Now, let A A (t) = A(t,u A (t)) for t e [0,T’] 
and let { U  A (t,s) } be the evolution operator gener­
ated by { A A (t) } and A . Define u(t) = U A (t,0)xlt 
then u'(t) + A A (t)u(t) = 0 except at t^,t2,...,t^, and 
||u(t)-un(t) 1| x= ||U A (t,0)x1-Un(t,0)x1 |1 x
= l ! " J o  U A ( t ' s  ^ ( A A < s ) “ An - 1( s )  ) *
•Un(s,0)x1 ds | x
£ Me  ^ T C^U^e^1 T ( IIXQ | Y+r2^  '
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• Jo llu(s)-un_1(i’) I xds
s ((MM2e( P + | x0| -;C+r2)T')n/n!)||u-x0llx
which tends to 0 as n ■+ °° . Thus u(t) = u A(t), 
u A '(t) + A A (t)u A {t) = 0 except at t^  , . . . .t^ , 
u A (0) = x^, u A is Lipschitz continuous (X) with 
Lipschitz constant HaIIc^M^1^ - ^  (||xo||y + r2) , and ||u^ {t)HY = 
||uA (t»0)x^||y s c 2M leK+^ lT ^ ^X o ^ +r2^ * independent of t and x^.
We now establish that { u A : u A (0) = x^ and A
is a partition of [0,T'] } is a family of approximate 
solutions to (QL) on [0,T(] with initial vlaue x^.
Except for t^  , .. . ,tjq, we have
u A ' (t)+A( t,u A (t) )u A (t)=u A ' (t)+A{t, u A (t))uA (t)
+(A(t,u A (t))-A(t,u A (t)))uA(t)
= (A(t,u A (t) )-A( t,u A (t)) )u A (t) 
So, | u A * (t)+A(t,u A (t) )u A (t) | x
 ^C1 ( |t - t| + ||uA (t)-u^(t) ||x) M2ePlT •
■ ( I x 0 I Y + r2^
^ ClM2e  ^ I x0 I Y+r2^*
* (1+M2e l8la’' | A | ( | xQ ||Y+r2)).
' I t-t |
= L | t-t | ,
where L is independent of t in [ 0,T' ] and A . Thus
II u A '(t) + A(t,u A (t))u A (t) | x £ L | A | except 
at tj ,t2,. .., tjj. This verifies that we have a family of 
approximate solutions.
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To show that the { u ^  } converge as |a| ■* 0, let 
A ^  and A 2 "be two partitions of [0,T* ] with 
1 A ^  I and |A21 small enough that tooth 
!|f' (t) + A(t,£(t))£(t)||x < e and [|g' (t) + A (t,g (t) )g (t) ||x < e 
for t 6 [ 0,T’]\( A1 U A2 ) , where f(t) = uA (t) ,
g(t) - u (b)f fC0) = x^ = g(0), and e > 0 is fixed.
The preceding paragraph allows us to do this. Let 
{ V(t,s) } toe the evolution operator obtained from
Kato's Theorem 4.1 [9] for { A(t,f(t)) j t e £0,T'] }
For s,t e 10, T' ] \ ( A^ U A 2)( s £ t, we get
g'fsj-f'fs) = (g'(s)+A(s,g(s))g(s)) - (f'(s)+A(s,f(s))f(s))
- A(s,f(s))(g(s)-f(s))
+ (A(Sif (s)) - A(s,g(s)) )g(s) .
Moving the third expression on the right to the left side 
of the equation and applying V(t,s), we get 
V(t,s)(g'(s)-f*(s)) + V(t,s)A(s,f(s))(g(s) - f(s))
= V(t,s)(g'(s)+A(s,g(s) }g (s)) - V (t,s) (f'(s) +A (s, f (s) ) f (s)) 
+ V(t,s)(A(s,f(s))-A(s,g(s)))g(s) .
The left side is simply V(t,s) (g(s) - f(s)).
Integrating both sides in s from 0 to t, evaluating the 
left side at the endpoints, and recognizing that 
V(t,t) = I, we get
g(t)-f(t)-V(t,0)(x1-x, )= J V(t,s)(g'(s)+A(s,g(s))g(s)) ds
ft
" Jbv (t»s) (f (s)+A (s,f (s)) f (s)) ds 
+ I0 v(t's) (A{s,f (s) )-A(s,g(s)) )g(s) ds. So,
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| g(t)-f(t) I T'MeP T * e + T'Me P T ' e
+Me P T 'c1M2e T '( | xQ j| y+r2)£ ||f(s)-g(s) | x ds 
=L^ e + L2 | g(s)-f(s) | xds. This implies that
I u ax “ u A2 (t> I X = I g(t) “ f(t)H X = 0( 6 > 
independent of t in [O.T* ] . Thus, ( u A} converges
uniformly to a function u on [ 0,T' ] to W as | A | -* o 
We note that u is Lipschitz continuous (X) with constant 
| A | c22 M 1 eK + ^lT ( | xQ | Y+r2), u(0) = x±l and u is 
"bounded, independent of , by C22M1eK + ^lT ( J| j y+^g)
in the relative completion of Y in X (see Definition 1,4-,
Chapter I).
We need to know that u "corresponds" to (A(t,u(t)) : 
t e [ 0,T' ] } . Let { U(t,s) } be the evolution opera­
tor obtained from Kato's Theorem 4.1 [9 ] for
{ A(t,u(t)) } , and define u(t) = Utt.Ojx^, By Lemma A,
{ A(t,u(t)) } is Y - stable with constants M2 and 0^
For any partition A of [ 0,T'] we have 
I u(t)-uA (t)|| x = | U(t,0)x1 - U A (t,0)x1H x
** I - J0 u (t#s) (A(s,u (s) )-Aa (¥) )Ua (s,0)x^ ds ||x 
^ M T Cx (|A| + sup{||u(s)-uA (¥) ||:se [o,t]}) •
* M2 e Pi T ( | xQ |y + r2 ) t'
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Since u ^  converges to u uniformly on [0,T' ] as 
| A | -» 0, and u A is Lipschitz continuous (X) with a 
Lipschitz constant that is independent of A , we see that 
I u(t)-u A (t) | x goes to I u(t)-u(t) | x and to 0 
as |A | •* 0. Thus u{t) = u(t) = U(t,0)x^.
Suppose x2 e Z and that w A and w are obtained in
the same manner as u A and u, except that the initial value 
for w A and w is Xg. Analogous to the technique employed 
to obtain u, we get
U A (tts)(u A (s)-w A (s))=U A (t,s)(A( s ,wA (s)) - 
A(sfu A (s)))w A (s) for s, t e [ 0,T' ] , s & t,
s & A Integrating both sides in s from 0 to t
yields u A (t)-w A (t) —U A (t.cOfx^Xg)
” Jo tA(s,wA (s) )-a (s #u a £s) ) )Wa (s ) ds, and so
I u A (t)-w A (t) I x s Me P T '|| x^Xg | X+Me P T ' .
'ClM2e PlT'( I x0 I Y+r2} -Jo I U A A X ds*
Thus, | u A (t)-w A (t) | x <; C | x^ -^Xg | x> with C inde­
pendent of t in [ 0,T'] , A , and x1 and Xg. It
follows that | u(t)-w(t) | x ^ c | x^-Xg | x for
t e [ 0,T' ] , with C also independent of the initial
values.
We now turn to the uniqueness of solutions to (QL) 
or (L;u) on [ 0,T" ] , where 0 < T" £ T ', with 
initial value e Z.
Suppose v is such a solution to (L;u). Then,
v'(s) + A{s,u(s)) v{s) - 0 a.e., so
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U(tfs)v(s)=U(t,s)v,(s)+U(t,s)A(s,u(s))v(s) = 0 a.e. 
Integrating in s from 0 to t, we get u(t,t)v(t)-U(t,0)v(0)= 
v(t) -U( t, Ojx^vf t)-u( t)=constant. Since v(0)-u(0) =
xl-xl = we ^ave v(^ ) “ u(*t) f°r aH   ^ [0,T" ]
This makes u the unique solution of (L;u) on [0,T" ] 
with initial value x^ . In fact, this also makes u a 
solution of (QL). We note that it is not necessary that 
v [ 0 , T" ] e W.
Now suppose that v is a solution to (QL) on 
[ 0 , T"] with initial value x^. Then, 
v* (s) + A(s,v(s)) v (s) = 0 a.e., and so
v' (s)+A(s,u(s))v(s) = (A(s,u (s) )-A(s,v (s))) v(s) a.e. Thus, 
U(t,s)v(s)=U(t,s)v,(s)+U(t,s)A(sfu(s) )v(s) a.e.
=U( t ,s)(A(s,u(s))-A(s,v(s)))v(s) a.e. 
Integrating in s from 0 to t, we get v(t)-u(t)=U(t,t)v(t) - 
U(t,0)v(0) = J* U(t,s)(A(s,u(s))-A(s,v(s)))v(s)ds.
This implies that j| v(t)-u(t) | x k Me P T | v | Y *
*C1 lo I u(s)-v(s) | xds, and thus | v(t)-u(t) | x=0 
for all t in [ 0,T" ] . This makes u the unique solu­
tion of (QL) on [ 0,T" ] with initial value x^ . This 
completes the proof of our theorem.
If Y is reflexive, then by Kato's Theorem 5.1 [ 9 ] » 
we have the result that v = u is a solution of^(L;u) on 
E 0 § T' ] with initial value x^, and thus u is a solu­
tion of (QL). This gives us Corollary 1. //
The remarks following the statement of the theorem
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and corollary are straightforward, we also note that 
Remark 1) deals with a particular case of condition (iii) 
of the theorem. Remark 2) contains a condition which 
greatly simplifies the proof of the theorem, hut which 
would he extremely difficult to verify in the absence of 
conditions stronger than condition (iii).
It is interesting that there is an alternate proof 
of the theorem which is in some sense dual to the proof 
above. It is dual in the sense that the refining of the 
partitions to obtain a limit function is performed by 
Kato’s Theorem 4.1 I 9 1 at each iteration, instead of the 
refining process of the proof above which only arises at 
the last step. Of course, we can also regard the two 
methods of proof as giving two constructions of the 
function u as an iterated limit. We emphasize that the 
same function u is obtained by either construction. A 
sketch of the alternate proof is given below.
Alternate proof. Lemma A, Lemma B, and Kato's Theorem 
4.1 [ 9 ] are the heart of this iteration scheme. We 
fix x1 e Z, let AQ(t) = Att.x^ for t e [0,T*] , and apply
Lemma A to { AQ(t) } getting that { AQ(t) } is Y- 
stable with constants and . We then apply
Kato's Theorem 4.1 [9] to obtain the evolution operator 
{ U1(tfs) • O s s s t s T *  } for { AQ(t) } . Define
U]_(t) = U^(t,0)x^ for t e [0,T'J f and note that 
ui(0) = x^. Lemma B applied to { a (t) } » { AQ(t) } ,
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M = C2^1 eK and p = 01 , implies that u^t) is 
Lipschitz continuous (X) on [ 0,T' ] with Lipschitz 
constant | A | C^SH^^+ ^1 T ( | xQ | Y+r2^* Kato
constructs { U^(t,s)} as the limit of the evolution 
operators generated by { A^(t)} and A , where A
is a partition of E 0,T* ] . Consequently, is the
uniform limit of functions which, as we have seen before 
in the other proof, map [ 0,T' ] to W and are bounded
in Y on [ 0,T' ] by CzZM1eK+ ^  1 T ( | xQ |jy  +r£) .
So, u^ maps [0,T' ] to W and is bounded by
^2^ 1eK+  ^1 T ( I xq I Y+r2  ^ rela^ive completion
of Y in X (see Definition 1.4-, Chapter I). Let A^(t) =
A ( t,u^(t)) on [0,T *] , then apply Lemma A to {A-^t)} and 
continue the process. In general, we obtain sequences 
{ un} • {An (t)}, and {Un (t,s) } , withAn(t) =A(t,un(t)),
{ ^n+l^’s  ^  ^ ^iie evolu^^on operator obtained from
{  ^ ^  Kato's Theorem 4.1 [9] » and
U„+I(t) = un+1(t,0)xr
It follows from Kato's Proposition 4.3 E 9 J that
II u n + l ( t ) - V t) II X s  M e  P T 'o2 2M 1 eK + p l T ’c1( || x 0 lly +  r 2 )* 
’ J o  H un <s)-un-l(s) II X ds, which implies that 
{ un) converges uniformly on [0,T' ] to some function 
u. It is clear that u will have the same properties as 
each u^ in respect to the image of u lying in W, the 
Lipschitz continuity (X) of u, and the bound on u in the 
relative completion of Y in X. Now, let A(t) = A(t,u(t))
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for t e [ 0, T' ] , and we apply Lemma A and Kato's
Theorem to obtain the evolution operator { U(t,s) :
0 s s ^ t £ T'} corresponding to { A(t) } . If 
u(t) = U(t,0)x1, we apply the proposition mentioned 
above to get | u(t)-un(t) | x s Me  ^T C22MieK+^ lT 
| xQ | y +r2) I u(s)-un_1(s) | x ds. This 
implies that [| u(t)-un(t) | x goes to |[ u(t)-u(t) | x 
and to 0 as n °° , so u(t)=u(t)=U(t,0)x^, and u
corresponds to { A(t) }
Let { (t,s) : 0 s: s £ t ^ T ^ b e  the evolution
operator generated by { A(t)} and A , where A is a 
partition of [ 0,T'] , and define u  ^ (t)=U  ^ (tjOjx^
for t e [ 0,T' ] . By Kato's construction, u  ^■+ u
uniformly on [ 0,T' ] as | A | * 0. We also have that 
the image of u  ^ lies in W n Y, u  ^ is Lipschitz 
continuous (X) on [0,T* ] with Lipschitz constant inde­
pendent of A , u  ^is Y-bounded on [ 0,T' ] independent
of A , and u ^  satisfies u^ *(t)+A(t) uA (t) =0 except
for t e A \ {0 } , with u ^  (0) =x^. It is easy to
show that { u : A is a partition of [ 0,T'] }
forms a family of approximate solutions to (L;u) and (QL), 
The results concerning dependence on initial values 
as well as uniqueness of solutions to (L;u) or (QL) are 
established exactly as in the other proof. Similar 
techniques show that the function u obtained in each proof 
is the same. This completes the discussion of the alternate
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proof of the theorem.
Remark. One advantage of the original construction is 
that it allows us to actually construct an approximation 
to u directly from the semigroups generated "by the 
operators -A(t,w). For e > 0, there exists a posi­
tive integer N and 6> 0 such that n > N and | A | < 6
imply that | u (t) - u(t) | Y < e for te [ 0,T’ ]n# a a
and | u 'n< 4 (t)+A(t,u n , 4 (t))u.„t 4 0 0  I x < «
for t e  [0,T’3 \ ( A \ { 0} ), where un
■fVi
is the n iterate toward finding u^ for the partition 
A of [ 0,1“ ] . We note that N and 6 can be
determined in terms of e and various known constants.
A knowledge of the evolution operators corresponding to 
{ A(t,u(t)) } is necessary in order to even carry out
the iteration scheme of the alternate proof.
We now turn our attention to an application 
of our theorem using the Sobolevskii-Tanabe theory of 
linear evolution equations of parabolic type.
Corollary 2. Let S be the sector of the complex plane 
C consisting of 0 and { X € C : -0 s: arg X <: 0 } ,
where 0 e ( rr/2 , w ) is fixed. We assume that con­
ditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem hold with Y = D(A(t,w)) 
for each t, w , and that
(iii)* The resolvent set of -A(t,w) contains S and 
| ( Xi + A(t,w))  ^ I x ^ Cjr^y/(1 + | X |) for each
X e S, t e [ 0,T] , and w € w, where is a
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constant independent of \ t, and w.
Then, the theorem holds and (L;u) has a continu­
ously differentiable (X) solution on [0,T'] with 
initial value x^, and thus u is a continuously differ­
entiable (X) solution of (QL) on [ 0,T* J with 
initial value x^.
Proof. Under these conditions the theorem holds, where 
S(t,w) = A(t,w) for each t and w. This gives us the 
candidate function u. The plan of attack is to pro­
duce a solution to (L;u) which is continuously differen­
tiable (X) on [ 0,T' ] and has initial value x^. This 
is where the Sobolevskii-Tanabe theory enters. Let 
A(t) = A(t,u(t)) for each t e [ 0,T' ] , and we see
for t^t^.t^ 6 t 0,T*] that
| (A(t1 )-A(t2 ))A(t3)-1 || x
s || Attj) - A(t2> ||YjX | A(t3)_1||X(Y
£ C4 ||A(t1,u(t1)) - A(t2,u(t2)) |ly x^
* C5 I ^  I by (ii)
and the Lipschitz continuity of u, where is indepen­
dent of the choice of t^tg.t^. It follows from the 
Sobolevskii-Tanabe theory [ 15 ] that there is an 
evolution operator { V(t,s) : 0 ^ s ^ t ^ T '  } such 
that v(t) = V(t,0) x^  defines a continuously differen­
tiable (X) function that satisfies v*(t)+A(t)v(t)=0,
3^
v(0) = x^. The operator also satisfies
I i  A(t)V(t,0)A{0)-1 I I  x  ^ Cg on [ 0,T' ] , with
independent of t [ 15. p. 5 1 > thus | v(t) I Y =
1 V (t, 0) x^ | y “ I A(t)"1A(t)V(t,0)A{0)"1A{0)x1 | Y
£  |j A ( t )_1 || X ( Y  I I  A t t J v t t . O j A t O ) " 1 ! ^  •
* II A(0) || Y ( X  || x x || y
■& Cy | Xl | Y »
where is independent of t. So, except for the image 
of v lying in W, we have that v is a solution of (L;u). 
Since the proof of the uniqueness of a solution to (Lju) 
does not depend on v [O^T1] c w , we still have that 
v(t) - u(t) on [ 0,T* ] . Consequently, u is the
solution of (QL) on [ O.T'lwith initial value x^. In 
fact, u is continuously differentiable (X), without 
exception, on [ 0,T* ] . //
We note that in general an application of the 
theorem involves finding conditions that guarantee the 
existence of a solution to (L;u), which then implies 
that u is the solution of (QL).
It may be difficult at times to recognize that the 
conditions for our theorem hold. The following propo­
sition gives criteria that obtain the Banach space Y and 
verify most of condition (iii) of the theorem. If, in 
particular, we are able to use \ I + A(t,w), where 
X > p is fixed, for S(t,w) in the proposition, then 
condition (ii) of the theorem holds as well as all of
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condition (iii).
Proposition. Let Y be a dense linear subspace of X.
Suppose for each t e [0,T ] and w e W that S(tfw) is an 
isomorphism (algebraically) from Y onto X, S(t,w) is a 
closed operator in X, S(t,w) e B(X) with 
1 S(t,w)-  ^| x £ , and the bounded linear operator
S(t,w)S(t0,WQ)-  ^ satisfies
| S(t2(w2)S(t0,w0)_1-S(t1,w1)S(t0,w0)“1 | x
s L2( | tg-t^ | + | w2-w1 | x) , where L1,L2,t0
from [0#T] , and w e W are fixed. Suppose further 
that Y has the graph norm induced by S(tQ, wQ); i.e.,
for y e Y, I y I y ~ I Y I X + ® s(to,w0^y H X*
Then, (i) Y is a Banach space under this norm, and Y is 
continuously embedded in X.
(ii) S(t,w)-i e B(X,Y) for each t and w, and
| S(t,w)-1 | x y £ 1 + + L2(T + 2r) , where r is
the radius of the ball W.
(iii) S(t,w) e B(Y,X) for each t and w, and
| S(t,w) | YfX =s 1 + L2(T + 2r) s l3 .
(iv) | S(t2,w2)-S(t1,w1) I! L2 1-3 (It2-t11 +||w2-w1||x)
Proof. Since S(tQ,WQ) is a closed linear operator with 
domain Y, it is clear that Y is a Banach space under the 
indicated norm. It is also immediate that Y is continu­
ously embedded in X.
Let x e X, then
3 6
| S(t,w)"1x | Y= | S(t,w)-1x | x + | S(t0,w0)S(tlW) 2x | x
£ | x | x + | S(t0,w0)S( t ,w)-1x-x | x
+ II *  II X
£ (Lj+1) | x | x + L2{ |t-tQ | + l|w-wo(lx) ||x||x
£ {Lx+1) ||x||x + L2 (T + 2r) ||x||x
( 1 + Lx + L2 (T + 2r) ) | x |fx 
So, S(t.w)”1 e B(X,Y) and | Sft.w)-1 I x Y *
I + Lx + L2 {T + 2r) .
Let y e  Y, then
I S(t,w)y | x= | S(t,w)S(t0,w0)_1S(t0,w0)y | x
£ (1+L2( | t-tQ | + | w-wQ | x))
* I S(to,wQ)y | x
£ (l+L2(T+2r))( | y | | y  - I y  I x)
(l+L2(T+2r)) | y ||Y .
So, S(t,w) e B(Y,X) and | S(t,w) I Y x * l+L2(T+2r).
To show (iv), let y e Y, then
I S(t2,w2)y-S(t1 ,w1)y | x
= | (S {t2,w2)-s ) S (to,wo )_1S (tQ,wo)y||x
£ | (S (t2 ,w2)-S ( t ^ w ^  ) S(to,wo)_1 I x *
* I S< V wo)y I X  
L2 ( | t2 - I + I W2 - I x )
• I S(t0,w0) I YfX I y [| Y 
^ L2 L3 {|t2 - tx l+ ||w2 - wxl(x ) ||y|| y . j/
We also note that condition (i) for our theorem
holds when each A{t,w) is in G(X, 1, {3 ).
We close with a list of topics for further research 
in the area of quasi-linear evolution equations.
1) Behavior of an alternate construction of approximate 
solutions. For the partition A = { tQ,...,t^ } of
[ 0 , T' ] , we construct u ^  as follows: u A (tQ)=x.£,
u A (t)=exp(-tA(tQ,u A (Iq ) ) ^  for t e [ tQ,t;L ] ,
u A (t)=exp(-tA(tltu A (t^JJu A (t1) for t e [ -b^ , t^ J , 
and u A (t)=exp(-tA(tN_1,u A (tN-1)))u A (tN-1) for 
t e Process would generate an approxi
mate solution in one step* which would probably be more 
efficient and more likely to yield effective numerical 
solutions.
2) Further continuity and differentiability results for
3) Perturbation problems} i.e., solving
u*(t)+A(t,u{t))u(t)+B(t,u(t))u(t)-0, where { B(t,w) : 
t e [ 0,T ] and w e W } <= B(X) .
4) Non-homogeneous problems; i.e., solving
u*(t)+A(t,u(t))u(t) = f(t,u(t)), where f is a function 
on [ 0,T ] x W.
5) Dependence on initial conditions in Y - norm; i.e., 
conditions like H xn-xQ I Y ■+ 0 implies | un(t)-uQ(t) |
-» 0 uniformly on [ 0,T' ] , where un is a solution
of (QL) with initial value xn <
6) Direct applications to partial differential equations
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